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 The Aardklop Festival was hosted for 

the first time this year under new 

management. The festival took place from 

4 – 9 October 2016 to great critical acclaim 

and full houses. SATMag wishes the festival 

all the best for the years to come! Here are 

some of the award winners at this year’s 

festival… 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Seventeen days of theatre, 

dance, illusion, 

performance and music 

came to a close on 

Saturday 8 October, when 

the Cape Town Fringe 

named the winners of the 

inaugural Fringe Fresh 

Awards. The Festival took 

place from 22 Sept – 8 Oct 

2016. Here are some of the 

winners…  
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As part of our celebration of extraordinary men in theatre, Zak Hendrikz tops 

our list! SATMag had a delightful time interviewing this sensational actor as he 

shares some insights to his theatre career in SA and on actors needing to take 

risks in order to establish themselves through their craft and in society at large.

 ak Hendrikz can currently be seen on the 

Afrikaans soapie BINNELANDERS as Eben Nel. In 

recent years his onscreen success has skyrocketed 

as he has been actively busy for the past 2 years in the 

Afrikaans film industry. Having portrayed a number of 

roles such as in the film adaptation of BALLADE VIR 'N 

ENKELING, he appeared in a short film 

for Kyknet SPIERTIER, he is also in the hybrid 

documentary of Alison Botha’s life entitled ALISON and 

his latest movie EINTLIK NOGAL BAIE will be 

released on the South African big screen this 

November!   

 

But before his rise as a screen star his bread and 

butter mainly came from theatre and musicals. Such 

productions include HAIR; THE ROCKY HORROR 

SHOW; STARLIGHT EXPRESS; the international touring  

company of GREASE and the theatre adaptation of 

Alison Botha’s book I HAVE LIFE. But Hendrikz' most 

recent theatre role was in the musical theatre production 

of LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS in 2015 where 

he played the part of the Dentist.  

 

Zak Hendrikz in Little Shop of Horrors. 

Moving from one genre to the other in sharpening his 

craft and from one medium to the next; is an exhilarating 

process of adaptation as an actor for Hendrikz as he 

believes that this holds a great challenge for any actor 

and it ultimately allows for greater growth as an artist. But 

having tried his hand at many different aspects of the 

entertainment world, which always resulted in much 

success, Hendrikz will always return home to the stage: 

"Without theatre I would have meant nothing.  Theatre is 

the heart that pumps the blood through my veins.  As a 

performer it’s my home where I was moulded and 

challenged, it’s the home that I will always turn to when I 

get lost." This passion for theatre is deeply embedded 

within Hendrikz, he tells SATMag of when his love for 

performing first surfaced: while still in pre-primary at the 

age of 4, Hendrikz clearly remembers his teacher filling in 

the end year report cards.  The teacher engaged the 

pupils by asking them of their goals and then the 

question was posed 'What do you want to be when you  

 

Z 



 

grow up?' Not shying away from proudly disclosing to his 

teacher and his classmates, Hendrikz did not reply with 

wanting to become one of the normal career types, like 

his fellow classmates, wanting to become a policeman, 

firemen or astronaut; instead he shared that he wanted to 

one day become a 'Circus Man': "I wanted to amuse and 

perform.  So from a very young age, I always knew what 

my journey was going to be, I knew I wanted to become 

an entertainer." And he went on to do just 

that, challenging his own craft as an artist over the years 

and today he not only holds the title actor to his name but 

also the titles of a singer, dancer, physical theatre 

performer, writer, director, choreographer and a 

producer.  For any actor this is a valuable toolkit- being 

able to take on many different roles when not on stage 

and this is becoming the general tendency amongst 

younger actors in order to keep the arts and their passion 

alive. 

 

Zak Hendrikz in The Rocky Horror Show. 

 "This industry is exciting and unpredictable.  From your 

wallet being full to the days of lounging on the coach 

waiting for that phone to ring." It has been twelve years 

that Zak has been working within the South African 

theatre and film industry, he shared with SATMag his joys 

of journeying to become the artist he is today, he also 

made clear that the road he travelled was filled with great 

unknowns: "But when its good, it makes up for all the 

times you questioned why you have to sacrifice so many 

things in order to follow your dream.  To live your dream 

and not only dreaming about it, is most probably the most 

rewarding feeling."   

He also speaks about the harshness of living as a 

freelancer. Zak advises against haste decision making 

and suggests the need to see oneself as a business and 

growing one's brand, as he has focused so hard to 

do:  "By doing this, you acknowledge your own worth, 

and then you can start making business decisions, and 

not discussions based on desperation." It is also true that 

artists don't get paid for their years of expertise within the 

field and the continuous frustration of 'Will I have another 

job when this contract ends?' has a great impact on how 

actors steer their careers.  It is difficult to turn down a job  

 

 

 

offer thus it is of extreme importance that actors start 

functioning as businesses and Zack emphasizes the 

need to branch off into other parts of the industry so that 

they are able to survive and secure themselves; "For 

instance, I now own the educational theatre company PIT 

productions that performs to schools all over the 

country.  I also bought a farm and started farming, from 

the farm another 2 business has sprouted.  And 

because these other business keeps generating a 

financial flow, my risks are lower, and therefore I can be 

more selective about my acting jobs." Zak shares 

with SATMag and by taking this step he has been greatly 

rewarded and is now in a position whereby he only 

auditions for shows or roles he really wants to do - "And 

that is the most satisfying reward being in this industry." 

When SATMag asked Zak of his thoughts on younger 

generation theatre makers, he communicates with great 

enthusiasm of their work ethic: "I find that a lot of young 

actors are going back to basics.  Finding 

new, exciting and creative ways to make their theatre 

accessible for the public but lowering their financial risk." 

He further relies to SATMag of the struggle with which 

theatre makers have to create work; "The inconsistent 

financial climate in our country has always driven our 

theatre to decide how big or small, how elaborate or 

plain, or how much attendance theatre will have." 

Moreover, he explains that in 2016 there has been so 

many great productions that graced the stages all over 

South- Africa yet the shows had poor attendance and this 

worries him greatly because producing theatre comes at 

a great cost and production teams have it hard turning a 

profit at the end of the day. "I really hope that our 

financial climate in our country can stabilize, because 

financial insecurity has a direct effect on the arts in our 

country." In the same breath Zak points out the positive 

side of this challenge, by noting that artists will need to 

find new ways in creating  financially viable theatre for 

both the theatre maker and theatre goer: "This will 

automatically challenge our creativity and could be a very 

exciting time in our industry.” 

Every year countless hopefuls step foot into the 

entertainment business and get their dreams shattered 

by the constant turndown of their talent and work. Artists 

are left with negativity instead of being motivated in 

identifying the gaps to start initiatives such as being new 

generations of theatre lecturers and teachers, reviewers, 

Arts and culture officials  and creating new theatre 

businesses that can better the current state of the SA 

arts. Yet we have Zak Hendricks who is a pioneering 

figure amongst theatre makers, he did not sit down on a 

moment but he kept moving, shaping and shifting to 

cover as many afield to remain alive within the arts and 

he shares his story with much pride and it serves as a 

valuable lesson and guideline to live by to enable 

prosperity in our craft and daily living. It is artists like Zak 

that makes one believe in the arts and a firm believer in 

'making it' constantly within the theatre world! SATMag.



 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Winner of the 2015 Standard Bank Young Artist Award for Dance, 

Luyanda Sidiya (33), is an exceptional dancer, choreographer and teacher. 

We have thus decided that we needed to have a Q&A session with this 

inspirational young man. Here is our Q&A with Luyanda… 

 

 
Luyanda Sidiya 

 

1) For those who are not familiar with your 

work, give us a rundown of some of your 

career highlights thus far.  

Siva, my Standard Bank Young Artist 2015 

work, I regard that as the highlight, I also 

believe there is more that will be beyond it, the 

double bill (Umnikelo and Dominion) I created 

for Spotlight SA in Toronto where I got 

nominated for the best international production. 

 

2) What is your earliest memory of theatre? 

Secondary school watching a drama piece that  

was accompanied by beautiful music and 

passionate dancing, if I recall vividly, I fell in 

love with acting and dance was introduced later 

on. 

 

3) Which is your favorite theatre to perform 

in and why? 

I do not have a favorite theatre, but what seems 

to move me in some theatres is the reception 

and the hospitality that one would receive not 

only from the artistic director but from stage 

hands, to the lighting and sound guy because 

meeting them and connecting enhances the 

performance as they are casted by default or 

rather strangers who will be responsible for our 

show, and if we do not click then there is 

danger as there won’t be any sensitivity and 

care for the show. 

 
Siva, by Luyanda Sidiya. 



 

4) How would you describe your journey as 

an artist in the entertainment world? 

My journey hasn't started, everything my team 

and I have achieved in the past has been an 

introduction to great things to come, we are 

inspired and we have a lot of weird and 

wonderful stories to share and create. 

 

5) What is your favorite Theatre production 

of all time and why? 

There is quite a lot but one that comes to mind 

now is The Suitcase- Directed by James 

Ngcobo.  

 

6)  What works are you planning to be part 

of in theatre for 2017?? 

We have already started, we premiering the first 

leg of a trilogy ''Faces'' solo first, followed by a 

duet and then culminate to an ensemble, we 

premiering the solo in Cape Town, hoping to 

have a Joburg premier in 2017 before creating 

the duet. 

 

7) What achievement of yourself are you 

most proud of? 

After 18 years of serving the world and different 

dance companies at home (SA) and abroad, it 

has always been a dream to establish a 

conservatory or rather an academy in the midst 

of my township of Sedibeng were I was born 

and raised, through the help of National Arts 

Council and National Lotteries Commission we 

have started. We give training in dance, musical 

instruments such as violin and percussion. I 

used to travel at least two hours just to get 

proper training from a formidable institution 

(Moving Into Dance) just to get proper training, I 

never felt sorry for myself but I was inspired to 

learn as much as I can so that one day I may 

create an institution of a kind, and all of that is 

manifesting as we had our first press launch 

last week and it was a huge success. 

 

8) What advice do you have to give to 

aspiring choreographers? 

Be patient, most of us create a whole lot of ugly 

work before we find it, and we should remain 

small in our own eyes as this art we are serving 

is way beyond us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9) What has been the biggest challenge for 

you to overcome as a South African artist? 

 Financial stability especially for all the amazing 

ideas and their life span, in the UK they have 

what they call Regular Funded Organizations, 

and that speaks to sustainability of the 

company and a long term plan. 

 

10) How would you define your type of 

work and why would you say that people 

enjoy watching your work? 

My type of work is grounded in African 

aesthetics, I do not create if there isn't 

inspiration or a burning desire to say/ share or 

provoke debates, in essence my work always 

has either political, social, or economic 

agenda, not unless I am doing a cooperate gig 

that has to do with just pure entertainment. 

 

11) What does theatre mean to you? 

I do not know whose quote is this but I like it 

as it speaks to me "A country without art is a 

country without identity" if you really want to 

find out about the state of any country visit 

their theatres and you will be answered. 

Theatre is not for social cohesion or social 

development that is just tiny elements to it, it is 

thought provoking, inspirational, reflective and 

more, so our politicians should try and spend 

more time visiting theatres and they will find 

the truth. SATMag. 

 
Dominion, choreographed by Luyanda Sidiya. 



 

 

 

 

Brothers Ashley and Bradley Searle are dancing up a storm in Cape Town, 

local festivals and are now ready to waltz throughout the nation and abroad. 

We had a lil’ chat with the Big Boys…

he two brothers have been entertaining South 

African audience since 2010 With their unique 

fusion of brotherly love, theatre dance and comedy. 

The recently just finished their 5 week run of the third 

instalment of The Big Boys Series: Big Boys The 3rd at the 

Kalk Bay Theatre in Cape Town. The two brothers is 

planning to tour to Australia in the beginning of next year to 

perform at the Fringe World Festival in Perth, and 

thereafter they are looking at possible showcases in both 

Johannesburg and Durban before appearing at the 2017 

National Arts Festival. As they plan to keep the show going 

for another year they are continuously tweaking the 

production for it to remain current and keep it trendy; "We 

also keep editing our projections, lighting and music so we 

are always trying to up the game!" Exclaim the fantastical 

dancing duo. 

The reason behind having the show run for long length of 

time and touring to different regions is to attract a wider 

audience and ultimately to bring people back to the 

theatre; "We often hear of people that have never been 

interested in theatre, but have come to watch one of the 

Big Boys productions, and it sparked a love for watching 

live performance. We really hope to keep introducing 

people to the industry as a whole!" 

People are finally accepting that there is a future in the 

arts, they exclaim with great enthusiasm. “When we were 

younger we went to dance class, but never really thought 

that there was such a lively, bustling theatre industry. The 

fact that there is so much theatre going on across SA, and 

the fact that the youth are aware of the industry is really 

exciting.”  

To them their greatest success thus far has been Big Boys 

The 3rd because they have now found their unique method 

in creating; the first two instalments were great 

opportunities for the team to learn and grow and to better 

their unique brand both visually and in text. Their journey 

of working alongside one another started when husband 

and wife Ash and Vanessa formed Follow Spot 

Productions, who produces the Big Boy Series, the couple 

wrote and performed in Love @ First Fight, a two hander 

dance comedy. It ran for a year when Vanessa fell 

pregnant and the team decided to write an entirely new 

show that the 2 boys could perform, the result was Big 

Boys Don’t Dance; "We never knew how popular it would 

be, but it was something unique!" From there the 

production team would go about castings in a unique way, 

where other creatives would first write a script and  

thereafter identify players in specific roles. This team, 

however does it the other way around: "We identify a group  

of performers we would like to work with, and then we 

create the show around those people, and their unique 

abilities. It really works for us, and we feel we really show 

off the talents of the performers."  

This approach is evident in all the work they've created 

thus far, as seen in the Big Boys Series, where the boys 

perform as themselves but the portrayal offered 

heightened versions of themselves. "In our shows we are 

always Ash, Brad and Vanessa. Ash and Vanessa are 

married, and Ash and Brad are brothers, just like in real 

life. We keep it personal, we mingle with the audience 

before and after the show, and we keep our comedy 

situational things that all people can relate to!" Ash shares 

by doing it in this way people get a real sense of who they 

are and therefore become great supporters of their 

work. The brand has grown so much since they first 

appeared on the dance floor and has gain much popularity 

amongst regular theatre goers and new theatre visitors and 

at festivals the boys surely is a must see! The Big Boys 

were recently asked to be part of the Jive Cape Town 

Comedy festival. "The franchise is extremely close to our 

hearts and we hope there are many more performances to 

come!" 

This fantastical duo is sure to continue in bringing great 

laughter to the nation with their exciting and entertaining 

acts that contribute greatly to the increasing appeal of the 

South African theatre industry. SATMag. 

 

Brother’s Bradley and Ashley Searle. 
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Ashley Searle 

1) Fame was my first musical, followed by African Footprint, 

Chicago, Buddy Holly, We Will Rock 

You and more. In 2008 Vanessa and I 

started Follow Spot Productions. Our 

most popular shows to date include Big 

Boys, Bar None, Face The Music, 

Borderline, Bon Soir, Love At First 

Fight, Cat’s Meeow and Another day. 2 

years ago we took over the Kalk Bay 

Theatre and Restaurant in Cape Town, 

and have been running it ever since, 

performing our own work or hosting 

other creatives in our space! 

2) Internationally, The National Theatre Of 

London, I was lucky enough to see “The 

Curious Incident Of The Dog In the 

Night”, and I was completely blown 

away!!  

3) Market Research!! You need to know 

what the audiences out there want to 

see, and keep them happy. We often 

perform comedy and dance, so we do 

tons of research in those areas. We try 

to be creative and boundary pushing, 

but we always make sure we are giving 

people what they want, and it really pays off! 

4) We make people laugh. People have so many stresses in 

their everyday life, there is nothing better for me than seeing 

a full house in stitches of laughter. People need to laugh, it 

keeps us sane! 

5) I spent a very long time as part of the chorus, and then I 

decided to enter So You Think You Can Dance Season 1. I 

placed 3rd in the competition and it changed the way I see 

myself as a performer. I realised that people were excited to 

see me, alone on stage. For the first time I wasn’t just the 

ensemble. I was Ash!It gave me the confidence to start 

creating my own work, and it’s the best decision I’ve ever 

made! 

6) We had a hugely successful season last year with our 

Cirque variety show BON SOIR, and we are currently 

creating the sequel “AU REVOIR”. It’s really exciting stuff. A 

mix of dance, comedy, cabaret, illusion and vaudeville! 

Other than that Brads and I are hoping to be part of the Jive 

Cape Town Comedy Festival again in 2017. We did our 

naked towel act this year, and had SUCH a blast.  

7) Brads and I are determined to create a YouTube video 

series called Big Boys Battles. We will challenge each other 

in crazy activities like high diving, origami, cooking or 

whatever. It’s really just an idea at the moment but WATCH 

THIS SPACE. Really looking forward to the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bradley Searle 
1) For those of you who don’t know me…. HI 

Im BRAD. My Career highlight is definitely the BIG 

BOYS SAGA. To have a trilogy of just ash and I 

on stage is pretty awesome. The fact that the 

show has travelled abroad is also fantastic. I have 

also performed in 3 Pantomimes at the Jo burg 

theatre. These are such amazing shows to be 

a part of. Footloose the musical. I was Lyle. And 

then “Dirty Dancing the musical” Such an amazing 

experience. I have also danced for Debbie 

Rakusin. She is in my opinion South Africa's best 

Choreographer. It is always such an honor to work 

with her. 

2) Sir Ian McKellen. Um, He is Magneto!!!! 

3) I Dont think that fringe theatre in our 

country gets the credit it deserves. There is so 

much talent and amazing things happening in our 

country. If you approached a random person in 

the street and asked them about some of our 

countries top fringe shows, I don’t think they 

would have a clue what you are talking about. 

4) That our Big Boys Brand appeals to so 

many different kinds of people. It is still one of the 

coolest feelings to have some giant scary man 

come up to us and say “Jis but that was a lekker show hey, 

you guys can dance!” We truly believe that our product will 

make anybody laugh… and if not, then come to me after the 

show and ill buy you a beer:) 

5) I would say the defining moment in my career has to be 

being cast in my first professional production. It was quite a 

crazy experience. I was in Grade 11 and Ash got cast in 

“Peter Pan The Pantomime “ At the Jo burg Theatre. Ash 

suggested that I go audition for a role as one of the lost 

boys! They needed to be able to do an awesome Hip Hop 

number…… Luckily for me that was my thing. I ended up 

getting the role and had to miss the whole fourth term of 

school, even exams (oh yes). Still so thankful to my school 

(Lyttelton Manor High school) and my parents for allowing to 

take this opportunity. Ash and I were both in the 

Pantomime. It was awesome. We still laugh at the fact that I 

had a speaking part in the show and he was just ensemble. 

6) The main focus for the period will be BigBoysTheThird. We 

are also currently creating ”Au Revoir” which will be at the 

Kalk Bay Theatre over the festive season. 

7) Perform Big Boys in USA! 

And also….. Get Helen Zille to come watch Big Boys… 

SATMag. 

 



 

Kellerman back on stage! 
he award-winning Antoinette Kellerman in As Die Broek Pas completes the Baxter Theatre’s Afrikaans season this 

November. 

The Afrikaans season kicked off with the award-winning Wessel Pretorius in the satirical drama Die Ontelbare 48, 

which he wrote, directed and also performed in, in October. 

Pretorius won four kykNET Fiëstas in 2013 for his previous solo play, ONT, receiving awards for Best Achievement in a 

Solo Performance, Best Newly Created Afrikaans Performance, Best Upcoming Artist and Best Actor. 

Antoinette Kellermann now completes the Afrikaans season at the Baxter Flipside stage from 3 to 12 November to 

perform her gripping one-woman play As Die Broek Pas, directed by Marthinus Basson and translated by multi award-

winning writer Willem Anker from a work by the renowned German playwright Manfred Karge - originally titled Jacke wie 

Hose.  

The production has received eight top South African theatre awards and has been nominated for an additional six, 

winning, amongst others, four kykNET Fiëstas. The media have raved with The Star 48Hours describing it as “an artistic 

triumph” and Artslink calling it “riveting theatre” with Beeld saying, “Kellermann is formidable”. 

In a career spanning 40 years, Kellermann has established herself as a doyenne of South African theatre, winning 

numerous awards for her work on radio, television and on stage.  

The play explores the life of a woman who, during Germany’s depression of the 1930s, disguises herself as a man after 

her husband’s untimely death and takes over his job at the factory where he used to work as a crane driver. Her choice to 

masquerade as a man gives her important insights into being a woman. Her bitter experience of her wasted life under the 

Nazi regime leaves her with many questions about society and about the traumatic era in which she is caught up. 

Kellermann selected this play as a practical component of her Master’s Degree at the University of Stellenbosch, where 

she studied so-called Trouser Actresses, or women playing the roles of men and for which she received cum laude. 

As Die Broek Pas runs for one week only from 3 to 12 November at 8pm, with two 3pm matinees on 5 and 12 November. 

Bookings for the production can be done through Computicket on 0861 915 8000, online at www.computicket or at any 

Shoprite Checkers outlet and ticket prices range from R80 to R120.  

For discounted, corporate or group block bookings, fundraisers or charities contact Sharon Ward on 021 680 3962 or 

email sharon.ward@uct.ac.za or Carmen Kearns on 021 680 3993 or email her at carmen.kearns@uct.ac.za during office 

hours.

T 
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The Vrystaat Kunstefees/Arts Festival/Tsa-Botjhaba is an Afrikaans language festival that forges creative 

connections with English and Sotho cultures. It also contributes to the exchange of ideas around arts, culture and 

society through forging connections with other national and international creative communities.
his year the Arts festival expanded itself to include a new 

literature festival, a vrynge (fringe) festival, significant 

public art programs (Its My city, Vrywees and PAP) and a 

new outdoor music festival. "We will maintain this level of 

support for artists in 2017, increasing public engagement rather 

than expanding the festival significantly." Shares festival director, 

Ricardo Peace with SATMag. 

They just completed their inaugural First Nations' Colloquium & 

Creative Arts Lab which included a gathering of South African, 

Australian, Maori and US arts managers, directors, writers and 

experimental artists, which aims to foster cross-cultural and 

international collaborations between First Nations people as part 

of the Program for Innovation in Artfrom Development (PIAD) - 

supported by the Univeristy of the Free State and the Andrew 

Mellon Foundation. This will see First Nation programs increasing 

at the centre of the Vrystaat Arts Festival program. 

The festivals success is due to it's deliverance of 'Strong Afrikaans 

theatre', says Peach and continues to explain that at the core of 

the festival lies an Afrikaans language and cultural festival which 

also creates links with other languages and cultures. "The 

element that is most attractive to festival goers (of all 

backgrounds) is the Afrikaans theatre offering (from a range of 

Afrikaans speaking communities in South Africa). Our Sotho and 

English audiences are also steadily growing for the Sotho and 

English work we support." 

At present white and coloured Afrikaans speaking woman are 

the dominant supporters of the festival and it is because of their 

regular financial support and dedication to the festival that has 

enabled the festival to now develop programs for other language 

groups and communities as well. Peach refers to these 

supporters as the Festival's ambassadors who have been the 

core of the Arts Festival's success: "With their support we have 

been able to commission Sotho productions, and bring in a more 

diverse audience. This will increase as more people realise that 

what we offer is great art and theatre - irrespective of language, 

nationality or taste." Peach continues to acknowledge the value 

the communities have brought to the festival and shares that the 

ongoing success strongly flows from their supporters and the 

communities' efforts in creating a space where people can come 

together to share in relaxation, food, drink, dance and be 

challenged and delighted by what our country offers. Peach 

speaks of their most recent inclusion (the display of international 

work) as also having broadened their view in order to create 

better arts attractions for their supporters. 

As part of its expansion, the festival is working on a number of 

programmes to increase the creative industries footprint of the 

festival throughout the year (not just during festival time). This  

includes developing and arts learning program, arts and health 

programs and critical debates/discussions through the PIAD. 

They are also in conversation with the University of the Free 

State and other stakeholders to develop a more extensive 

national moving image/short film laboratory and program. 

The longer term goals include PACE (Pan African Cultural 

Exchange) which will see Bloemfontein turn into an arts market 

hub for work from Africa for international presenters and 

producers; "As this city has the best theatre infrastructure with 

technical support in Africa. We want to really utilize this 

infrastructure." Exclaims proud festival director and he also 

communicates that he intends to position Bloemfontein as a 

African UNSECO Creative City and he rounds off their plains by 

adding that the biggest goal is to establish a new International 

Center for Interdisciplinary and Experimental Art (ICIEA) for 

Africa in Bloemfontein. 

One other initiative that aims at giving up-and-coming artist a 

professional platform to exhibit their theatre works, is the vrynge 

programme. Peach's hopes for the vrynge is to increase its local, 

national and international offering, and create platforms where 

communities can engage with each other, the arts and artists in 

new ways. Which in return will increase the professional 

development opportunities for emerging artists and which is on 

the to-do list of the Festival Director. Young creatives (actors, 

visual artists, directors, musicians, fashion designers, 

hairdressers, poets, dancers) can now apply for this exciting new 

initiative - this is your chance to showcase your experiments as 

well as to learn and explore together with other artists. 

To apply for the Vrynge, visit www.vrystaatkunstefees.co.za 

Deadline for applications are Monday, 7 December 2015. No 

hard copy applications will be accepted, only on-line 

applications. SATMag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Pleisters vir die dooies at this year’s Vrystaat Arts Festival.  

Photo by Leopold Frechow.
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Gideon Lombaard, Actor & Director  
1. I listen to a lot of high tempo dance music and dirty rap 

while I jog or box. It does the trick. Having said that, 
luckily the older you get, the less 
you care about what other people 
think about these things.   

2. There are so many! The very first 
production I did at drama school 
had a huge opening dance 
procession. I wrote the music for 
the show and played it live, 
together with other musicians on 
stage. It was my job to count off the tempo for the rest of 
the musicians, but also for all of the dancers. I was so 
nervous that I counted off a tempo which was way too 
fast for anybody to keep up. The result was a bunch of 
musicians all playing at various tempos and a whole 
group of fumbling dancers. It was messy, noisy and 
awful... And all my fault.  

3. Great question! I guess this changes as you go through 
different stages in your life and as your taste and 
theatrical interest develops, but at the moment it is a play 
that my best friend, Albert Pretorius did a couple of years 
ago called Thom Pain (Based on Nothing) by Will Eno. It 
is an existential piece about a man trying to make sense 
of life, love and consequence.  
   

Carlo Daniels, Actor  
1. I sometimes like to listen to very old jazz, artist like Frank 

Sanatra, Nat King Cole… I know it's good music and 
great voices therefore I listen to it.. but you sometimes 
you come across as an old fashion guy especially 
causes don't know half of the new songs and artist hitting 
the pop charts today.   

2. It was this year in a show in an 
emotional scene the last scene of 
the show my zip was open like 
completely it was a quick change I 
did though. So my zip open I 
didn't  know at all and part of my 
tucked in shirt was hanging out 
through my zip. I did a full scene like that only before I 
bow I realized..     

3. I would have to say Kat And The Kings (  by David 
Kramer and Taliep Peterson). it is exactly my life story 
singing on corners starting a vocal harmony group with a 
gimmick to be different. We use to dream big and 
together, we literary started with nothing. After a while of 
performing here and there we started getting bigger 
shows etc. Like Kat And the Kings there came a split as 
we became adults and slowly grew and into our own. 

 

Matt Newman, Actor 
1. If it's a song, the theme tune to "Rocky" (whilst jogging). 

Artist: Shirley Bassey.   
2. During a performance of Sweet 

Phoebe at the National Arts 
Festival, I was stood in the wings 
during a brief blackout to go into 
the next scene and I completely 
blanked. The lights came up and I 
just forced myself onstage without 
any idea of what to say. Fortunately as Genna 
(Galloway) entered opposite my memory responded to 
her physical action and the words came tumbling out of 
my mouth. It was a torturous 12 seconds.  

3. The stage adaptation of 'The Curious Incident of the Dog 
in the Night-Time'. Christopher Boone doesn't accept 
any hurdle getting in the way of his adventure and his 
answer to the truth! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


